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ARTEL HELPS NORTH POINT MINISTRIES
BUILD A FLEXIBLE MULTI-CHURCH NETWORK
In linking five Atlanta-area
churches via two-way leased
fiber for broadcast, webcasts,
and closed-circuit video feeds,
the key concept is flexibility.
That’s what North Point
Ministries learned when it began
expanding its church venues
throughout Northern Georgia
and then to global viewing
audiences. North Point
Ministries chose Artel’s DigiLink
Media Transport Platform for its
modularity, flexibility, and
adaptability for future growth
and ever-changing needs.

About North Point Ministries

Founded in 1995, North Point Ministries
began with a single community church
in Alpharetta, Georgia. Over the past 20
years, it has grown to six churches in
metropolitan Atlanta, a network of 30
strategic partner churches and media
distribution throughout the world.
Each week, more than 30,000 people
attend services at North Point’s
churches and each month its messages
are accessed at least a million times via
its websites and broadcast television
outlets.
“We’ve always used media, but as we
grew into a multi-site operation, video
became a bigger part of what we do,”
said Micah Stevens, North Point’s
production director. “Obviously, video is
very compelling, but most of it was born
out of the necessity of being multiple
places at one time.”
North Point Ministries has tied five of its
six Atlanta-area churches together via
leased fiber optic systems. A sixth
church will be upgraded as soon as
construction of its new building is
completed.
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North point deploys Artel’s
media transport solution
For its most recent connection to the
new Gwinnett Church in Sugar Hill,
Georgia, North Point chose Artel’s
DigiLink Media Transport Platform
with a pair of six-channel DLC156
TDM Multiplexers for 12 bi-directional
uncompressed HD-SDI video feeds
over a single optical fiber. The platform
includes DigiLink’s management control
software.
Artel’s DigiLink is the most deployed
solution for transporting broadcastquality video and Ethernet across IP
networks, optical backbones and direct
fiber. In North Point’s application, the
DigiLink system transports multiple
channels of uncompressed video over
the 41 miles of leased fiber optic cable
between Alpharetta and Sugar Hill.
Using time division multiplexing
(TDM), each channel of the Artel
DLC156 is assigned a fixed time-slot,
eliminating complex configurations. Six
independent, mixed format video signals
are aggregated to a single wavelength
and two time slots can be combined to
carry 3G-SDI.
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Up to 240 uncompressed HD channels
are possible over a single fiber. With its
format flexibility, simple configuration
and competitive price, the DLC156 is an
excellent solution for multi-service
video transport applications like those
at North Point Ministries.

this time versus what we’ve done in the
past. We’ve been operating with the
Artel system since January (2015) and
their service has been excellent.”

Also included in the installation is Artel’s
DLM205 Ethernet Aggregator and
Optical Transceiver with on-board
chassis management. The module is
fully non-blocking with a total capacity
of 18 Gigabits of traffic plus chassis
management. Each port independently
supports 10/100/1000 Ethernet
connections.
At North Point, individual video signals
are routed in constantly changing
configurations — depending on the
service or event of the moment. On
most Sundays, a message from North
Point is transmitted to large screen
projectors for viewing by about 2,500
churchgoers at Gwinnett. Other times,
music is sent from North Point to
Gwinnett using 16 channels of
embedded digital audio. Sometimes,
the reverse is true — sending the signals
the other way from Gwinnett to North
Point. As Stevens repeatedly
emphasized, flexibility for quick
adaptability in multiple operations and
formats is the key to North Point’s
complex operations.
“Artel offered us more modularity and
flexibility for the future than any other
vendor,” Stevens said. “That was one of
the main reasons we went with Artel

In addition to the uncompressed HD
video, North Point uses Ethernet over
the same fiber for a myriad of other
applications. “You name it,” said
Stevens. “We send everything from
video and audio media to general files
for the office staff. We also use Ethernet
for IP video and audio as a secondary
backup for the main content.”

Over its five churches in Georgia, North
Point has approximately 15 employees
involved in live video operations. Each
day, that staff is faced with a new
situation or configuration, depending
on quickly changing events.
“That’s the reason we built a very
flexible system that we can easily
change and expand,” Stevens said.
“Nothing here stays the same very
long.”
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The central hub for North Point’s
network is at the Alpharetta church.
From there, video is routed and
distributed not only to affiliate
churches, but to websites and broadcast
television stations. Broadcasters include
various NBC affiliates in the U.S. and
Canada who air the services after
Saturday Night Live as well as the
Daystar Television Network, a faithbased outlet that reaches over 104
million households in the U.S. and 680
million households worldwide.
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